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What is IAFFE?

Join IAFFE

The International Association for Feminist
Economics (IAFFE ) is a nonprofit organization
devoted to expanding understanding of economic
issues important to the well being and empowerment of women, children, and men worldwide.

You may join online at
www.iaffe.org/members/join.php.
Or, download a membership form and mail it to
the main office. Rates are based on a sliding scale.

Areas of focus include gender equality in employment and resources, government macroeconomic
and budgeting policies, gender relations and carework, gender perspectives on health and education,
social protection and food security, migration,
trade, and other related topics.
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Founded in 1992, IAFFE promotes collaboration
among researchers, activists, and policy-makers to
improve human lives through scholarly research,
advocacy, and policy change.

IAFFE Main Office:
International Association for Feminist Economics
Department of Agricultural Economics
208A Filley Hall, East Campus
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Lincoln, NE 68588-0400
www.iaffe.org

Be Part of the Change.
Join Today at
www.iaffe.org.

Follow us on twitter
and facebook.
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T H E IN TERNATIONAL AS S OCI AT ION FOR FEMI N I S T ECONOM ICS

IAFFE
MEMBERSHIP
OFFERS
An International
Conference
The IAFFE international conference comprises a
vibrant and supportive community of feminist
scholars and activists.
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The family-friendly conference rotates annually,
welcoming all members into a worldwide network
for dialogue and collaboration on research and
publications.
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A Forum for Publishing
IAFFE ’s journal, Feminist Economics,
offers gender-aware and inclusive
economic inquiry and policy analysis.
The aim is to advance human well
being in local, national, and transnational communities. IAFFE and
Feminist Economics provide needed
space for varied theoretical perspectives.

Feminist Economics has become, with
“remarkable
speed, a leading journal in
economics, vastly enriching the understanding of important issues.

”

Amartya Sen
Nobel Prize for Economics 1998
Harvard University, USA

Support for
Emerging Scholars

“Vibraciones”, by Josefina Robirosa
IAFFE’s Annual Conference
Buenos Aires, 2010

IAFFE is dedicated to supporting
young researchers, especially
from the Global South, and
providing them opportunities to
participate fully in IAFFE activities. IAFFE raises
money each year to fund travel grants that enable
emerging scholars to attend the annual conference.
Mentoring, opportunities to publish, and inclusion
on ad hoc committees are IAFFE priorities.
For more information, see www.iaffe.org.
Photos by Günseli Berik, Ebru Kongar, Lynda Pickbourn, Lauren Richardson
(cover), Rosalba Todaro, UN Women/Catianne Tijerina, Poul Wisborg, and
Yumiko Yamamoto.

What can You
Contribute to
IAFFE?
IAFFE is a member-run organization.
As a member, you may
Review articles for Feminist Economics
Submit articles to the IAFFE blog and
Feminist Economics
Organize sessions for the annual
international conference
Present a paper at the conference
Serve on ad hoc committees
Have your book celebrated at the
annual conference
Run for the IAFFE Board of Directors
Serve as a mentor to junior scholars
Help with IAFFE projects in
your own country

